The Humanities Center at Harvard Presents

Bodily Proof

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY GRADUATE STUDENT CONFERENCE ON BODIES OF KNOWLEDGE

Sponsored by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, with additional support provided by the Harvard Departments of Anthropology, English, History of Art and Architecture, History of Science, and RLL (French section)

KEYNOTE SPEAKER – HELEN KING, READING UNIVERSITY, UNITED KINGDOM
“Proving Sex: Gender and Genitalia, Beards and Blood from the Classical World to the Nineteenth Century”

FRIDAY, APRIL 6, 9am to 6pm (reception to follow) & SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 9am to 5pm
The Thompson Room (Barker 110) at 12 Quincy Street, Cambridge, Harvard University

Free and Open to the Public
For further information email hcconfer@fas.harvard.edu or visit http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~humcexe/gradstudents/gradconferences.html